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Towards a more Flexible and Creative Music Mixing Interface

Abstract
This paper presents the ongoing work towards creating a novel interface for mixing music. It identifies 5 key design factors crucial for the development and evaluation of such an interface. It then shortly presents an initial prototype, which implements a stage metaphor control structure. Finally two initial evaluation activities are briefly presented and discussed, one of which compares multi-touch to two different tangible user interface interaction schemes. Preliminary results suggest that tangible controls outperform and are preferred over multi-touch.
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Introduction
This paper presents the early work towards designing a new interface for mixing music especially targeted towards expert sound technicians for especially studio sound production. Mixing is the activity of reducing numerous audio tracks to a stereo mix, manipulating volume,
panning and several other parameters of each track. The mixing console (or mixing desk), which is the primary interface for mixing music, has remained largely the same since its birth 40 years ago. It is still based on the notion of separate audio channel strips being manipulated using physical sliders, knobs, and buttons to control the various properties of each audio track.

The analogue mixing desk deploys a one-to-one mapping where every slider, knob and button has a dedicated function. See Figure 1. The major benefits of this design is that it is fast and intuitive. Digital consoles are getting increasingly popular based mostly on their reduced real estate, and extended functionality and flexibility. The interface is still based on the same channel strip control structure (see Figure 2) and from a usability point of view, most functionality is layered in sub-menus, breaking the one-to-one mapping, thus demanding more effort for the user. Thus, the research presented here attempts to balance the following two major requirements:

1) To challenge the interaction paradigm of the classic mixing console in order to free the musician/producer to explore more creative work flows. 2) To maintain the intuition and speed found in the physical interface of the traditional analogue mixing console.

The paper initially discusses what we see as key aspects in the design of novel audio mixing interfaces. We then go on to present an interface design that is evaluated in a musical context, as well as an initial general purpose usability test carried out to evaluate the general performance/preference differences between Mouse, Multi-touch, and in two versions of a Tangible User Interface (TUI).

Design Framework
When developing the framework for the intuitive mixing interface we have identified five crucial key factors:

Expert Users and the Experimental Context
The target group for the interface is professional music technicians and producers. It is important that the development takes into account the needs of professionals in all aspects. Besides establishing these needs by using qualitative interview based examinations of professionals, it is important to underline the importance of context when carrying out HCI usability tests of interfaces for musical expression (as suggested by [15, 5, 12]). The usability test presented later in this paper however, uses test subjects with no musical experience. We distinguish here between evaluations that have to do with musical interaction and general purpose interaction. The quantitative evaluation presented later is meant to establish a baseline for general purpose control of virtual widgets using different input technologies, while the qualitative evaluation is meant to evaluate these technologies in the context of music mixing.

Depth Mixing and the Stage Metaphor
Depth in music can be defined as the perceptual separation of sound sources in terms of distance from the listener. In order to create depth in the mix, an important goal while mixing is to emphasise this perception of sound sources positioned at different distances. Depth control is seldom explored in common music mixing interfaces (such as Ableton Live, Logic, Protools, etc.). The project will examine the importance of depth by exploring depth as a control unit, challenging the traditional channel strip metaphor.

A number of interesting systems have been proposed that challenge the tradition mixing desk metaphor. Peter
Gibson proposed the “Virtual Mixer” [6], which is a virtual 3D mixing environment where each audio channel is controlled by manipulating the size and position of virtual 3D globes on a virtual stage. Moving the globes further away reduces the volume, moving the globe left or right pans the sound, and moving it up or down filters the sound. This approach was one of the first to re-define the control metaphor for music mixing and has inspired related systems where the so-called stage metaphor is used. The stage metaphor relates virtual objects to a virtual listening point in the same way as a sound source on a physical stage would relate to a listener. Here the panning and volume of each channel relates to its 2D position relative to the listening point (see Figure 3).

Diamante presents a GUI that not only implements the stage metaphor but also improves the visual feedback for the sound propagation of each channel [2]. Pachet and Delerue implemented the stage metaphor when developing a GUI for presenting music-end-listeners with capabilities of creating their own individual mix of a music track [13]. Carrascal and Jordà [1] explore the stage metaphor for controlling a mixing environment similar to the one presented here, focusing on a multi touch surface approach. They conclude with a preliminary usability test that tentatively suggests that the stage metaphor using this multi touch surface approach is preferred over a traditional mixing console.

Of course the stage metaphor also comes with a few obvious drawbacks. The most crucial of these is the organization and overview of the different channels. With the channel strip metaphor each audio channel is always located in the same place, which makes it easy to find and control. With the stage metaphor channel representations are scattered around the virtual stage area and can be difficult to overview—especially since professional systems demand at least 24 channels (often more). This is most likely why the channel strip metaphor is still predominant and why more flexible and experimental interfaces still keep this layout [11] for increased usability. We are examining various approaches to deal with this problem including, colouring, shaping, grouping, icons, and various localization functions.

**Functionality Layering**
Layering of functionality is often used for handling underlying complexity of an application. This can be because of limited real estate on a screen or in order not to overwhelm the user. However, layering is a big concern when dealing with music mixing. Because music is experienced in real time, there is a short window for making changes to sequences. This means that controls have to be fast and easy to get to, and layering may obstruct this speed. While acknowledging that in order to maximize the potential of the interface some layering must be implemented, we believe that layering must be reduced to the minimum - since it reduces fast intuitive interaction. A subgoal of the project is to examine how much layering is appropriate in order to maintain the speed and reliability of the interface. Exploring different layering methods for increasing the speed and intuitiveness will also be a part of the future development.

**Creativity Support**
Traditionally the post production phase of music mixing is regarded as a non-artistic activity of enhancing the musical track to fit the needs of the creative performer. However, more and more emphasis is put on the art of mixing as a creative activity demanding an increase in creativity support for the underlying mixing tools [8, 14].
We are very much interested in maximizing the creativity support of the interface, especially helping users explore new directions when mixing. Initial informal interviews with expert technicians suggest that technicians deploy various methods for exploring alternative workflows in order to explore different outcomes than those traditionally suggested by existing interfaces—by for instance setting dogmatic constraints for themselves, or using software plugins that were originally designed for other purposes. The flexibility of the proposed interface yields room for building these workflows into the underlying software.

Tangibility and Multi-touch
A major concern when developing the interface is how to physically interact with the underlying software. The stage metaphor described earlier demands that channels are somehow represented and manipulated by moving virtual sound sources on a 2D plane. Initially, a multitouch surface has was developed, but informal interviews with expert technicians underline the importance of tactile and haptic feedback while manipulating parameters. Therefore we have started the development of a Tangible User Interface (TUI) where virtual sound sources can be manipulated using tangible widgets—inspired by work by Jorda et al. [9]. This however, opens up several challenges in regards to the flexibility of the system as is also emphasized by Kirk et al. [10], which present an excellent overview of the challenges involved in designing hybrid TUI surfaces. The major concerns deal with maintaining the flexibility of the system when physical objects are deployed. For instance, there might be a need for virtual widgets to change appearance or position at different stages in the work flow. A solution, as proposed by Weiss et al. [17] could be to make the physical objects translucent in order to be able to display state changes while still maintaining the passive haptic feedback which is necessary here. Another solution is to use physical TUI objects not as representation of underlying data as is often seen in TUIs—but instead use them as manipulation tools that can be deployed when necessary as seen in [10].

Additional challenges lie in the often constrained functionality of TUI objects, where the only forms of manipulation are often reduced to positioning and rotation of the objects. This has lead to the development of so called smart tangibles, which are TUI objects embedded with micro controllers offering additional sensing for the control of additional functionality [3, 7] also helping with the problem of functionality layering discussed earlier.

Initial Design and Evaluation
In order to investigate the key factors discussed above, two research activities have been initialized. Firstly, an initial functional prototype has been developed, which is being informally evaluated. The interface lets sound technicians control up to 24 channels of audio by manipulating virtual widgets using different interaction schemes (see Figure 4). These include multi touch, tangible objects on all widgets, Few TUIs that are only deployed when needed, or using a smart tangible. See the interface in use at http://youtu.be/9WA13FCzugE

Figure 4: The initial mixing interface lets users control audio channels by manipulating widgets on an interactive surface using the stage metaphor. The position of each widget relative to the listening point determines the volume and panning of the associated channel. Widgets can be controlled using multi-touch, TUIs on all widgets, Few TUIs that are only deployed when needed, or using a smart tangible.
comfort zone. The evaluation of the interface involves an exploratory focus group session where Tonemester (sound engineer) students from the Classical Conservatory in Copenhagen explore the interface while mixing two 8-track music pieces using the different interaction schemes. The main purpose of the evaluation sessions is to validate the key design factors discussed above exploring solutions and further challenges. There is no room to go into detail with the evaluation here, but early results suggest that the conceptual model of the stage metaphor is much closer to the mental model of the user in how they conceive the mix. Moreover, the smart tangibles used only as tools (not representation) were preferred as they provided fast and intuitive access to underlying parameter manipulation.

Secondly, a preliminary test has been conducted to examine the performance differences in an acquisition task between a) physical TUI blocks on all widgets; b) two TUI blocks each of which must be lifted and placed on a widget to manipulate it; c) multi touch; d) a traditional GUI using a mouse. (See Figure 5).

Related work by Tuddenham et al. [16] based on [4] compares tangible controls; multi-touch; and mouse and puck, in a target acquisition and manipulation task. The actual widgets used in our experiment are accustomed to the design proposed above, and an additional control scheme where TUI objects used only as tools has been added. Other than that, the experimental method is the same as in [16].

In short 14 test subjects were given the task to manipulate the position and a variable of 8 virtual widgets. For each of the 4 conditions the goal was to keep the widgets as close to their corresponding moving ghost widgets as possible (see Figure 5). Each participant had one trial per condition and a trial lasted 90 seconds. A tracking error score was calculated as the roots-mean-squared Euclidean distance for all widgets to their corresponding ghost for each participant in each of the four conditions. Finally they were asked to rank the four approaches based on preference. Results indicate that TUI objects performed significantly better and where also preferred over the rest of the conditions. Figure 6 shows tracking error scores (in pixel distance) and ratings for each input technology (4 points for highest rank, 1 point for lowest).

Two major biases were identified that render most of the results non-applicable in a general sense. The TUI object tracking system was not fast enough to deal with the lifting and placing of fiducial objects in condition (b), which meant that widgets would sometimes detach from the physical block that was controlling them. Even with this frustration in mind participants still rated this input method higher than than Multi touch and GUI (mouse). As reported in [4, 16] we also had an issue with exit errors—as the user would remove his or her finger from a widget it would move slightly.

We are preparing a second experiment with a faster TUI object tracking, and re-positioning of the widget at end-touch to minimize exit errors. Finally, we are still analysing the results of the qualitative evaluation of the prototype while developing a second prototype that provides extended functionality to the user in terms of effect manipulation, grouping, edit/mix mode shifting, and an improved interaction scheme based on a new prototype of the smart tangible.

**Conclusion**

This paper has presented and discussed 5 key aspects to development and evaluation of a novel interface for mixing music targeted at professional music technicians.
and producers. An initial prototype has been presented and an initial usability experiment has been conducted that shows potential in the use of a tangible user interface control scheme implementing the stage metaphor.
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